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Zombie A-Hole (2012)

Director: Dustin Mills

Where to get it: MVD

Zombie A-Hole takes place in a world that’s a bit different from our own. A realm that teeters on the edge of 

sleaze and comic book stylized awesomeness. Its Planet Terror meets Sin City meets The Good The Bad & 

The Ugly. All the men are hard-asses, and all the women are bombshells. Just because vengeance is your 

way of life doesn’t mean you can’t look damn sexy while you dole out hearty doses of whoop-ass. Everything 

is just a bit bigger and more interesting than their real life counterparts. This is a an exploitation flick with a 

southern gothic flair.



Well, if you are going to remember one film’s titles this year I guess this will be it. Zombie A-Hole does a lot 

of things right, especially if you’re an exploitation fan. The film looks old, it’s bloody, and it has some really 

gnarly looking creatures and zombies. We have a few memorable characters, not sure I’d say all of them 

were GOOD characters, but they were memorable none the less. I did really like our female lead with the eye 

patch who can work on cars, probably even more so than our actual lead.

While the movie can be very fun and bloody at times, I do think this movie would have been helped with a 

little of its run time sliced off of it. The movie really tries to come across as an epic adventure, but I think it 

would have been better served to be cut a little and presented as it is, a modern day exploitation film. Now 

don’t take what I am saying wrong, it is a flawed film but it’s still a film I did enjoy. It’s a bit of a new twist 

on the whole zombie sub-genre and worth seeing.
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